PortRisk provides you with updated security intelligence on ports and terminals in medium and high risk areas around the world.

- A user friendly and easy to navigate System
- Global maps including digital sea charts
- Port data with IMO code, ISPS level, Foreign Flag State etc.
- Port risk, vulnerability and threat assessments
- City threat assessments and guidance for crew changes
- Country and area threat assessments
- Facility security information
- Security and emergency units information
- Agents Lists
- Photos and maps

All data within the system is carefully collected, analysed and systematically assessed by the Risk Intelligence analysts, the majority of whom have at least 10-15 years of experience.
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Our customers say

“Risk Intelligence’s information about maritime and ports security threats and risks helped us in making comprehensive security assessments as a precondition to take well-informed decisions about projects’ needs and activities offshore with a higher degree of security for our personnel and assets.”

Corrado Miralli
Corporate Security Manager
Saipem SPA